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Copying others appears to be a cost-effective way of obtaining adaptive information, particularly when flexibly employed. However, adult humans differ
considerably in their propensity to use information from others, even when
this ‘social information’ is beneficial, raising the possibility that stable individual differences constrain flexibility in social information use. We used
two dissimilar decision-making computer games to investigate whether individuals flexibly adjusted their use of social information to current conditions
or whether they valued social information similarly in both games. Participants
also completed established personality questionnaires. We found that participants demonstrated considerable flexibility, adjusting social information use
to current conditions. In particular, individuals employed a ‘copy-when-uncertain’ social learning strategy, supporting a core, but untested, assumption of
influential theoretical models of cultural transmission. Moreover, participants
adjusted the amount invested in their decision based on the perceived reliability
of personally gathered information combined with the available social information. However, despite this strategic flexibility, participants also exhibited
consistent individual differences in their propensities to use and value social
information. Moreover, individuals who favoured social information selfreported as more collectivist than others. We discuss the implications of our
results for social information use and cultural transmission.

1. Introduction
Humans constantly make decisions by integrating information from individual
experience and social sources, which can be optimized by balancing these information sources according to prevailing environmental circumstances [1,2]. The
complex of abilities underlying human social cognition has led to remarkable cultural evolution and unmatched capacities to adapt to novel environments, shape
current surroundings and to cope with new circumstances [2–4]. However,
despite the importance of socially biased decision-making to human daily life,
as well as to diverse animal species [5–10], many questions remain on how individuals integrate different information sources. Theoretical evolutionary models
have explored factors that influence the relative reliability of social information in
both humans and non-human animals, and thus make predictions about how
social information use will be modulated under various conditions [1,7,11–16].
For example, when the cost or difficulty of learning a task individually increases,
reliance on social information is predicted to increase [7,17]. An assumption
common to several of these theoretical models is that when personally gathered
information (‘individual’ or ‘personal’ information) on the optimal choice is
equivocal, individuals will copy others [11,16]. This has led to the proposal,
tested here, that individuals may employ a so-called ‘copy-when-uncertain’
social learning strategy [7].

& 2013 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
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2. Material and methods
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(a) General procedure
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Ninety undergraduate students of the University of California,
Davis (all adults, age: mean + s.d. ¼ 23.7 + 3.74; 54 females)
from various disciplines were recruited via posters and
announcements to participate in two experiments (‘games’) that
were played 2 – 5 days apart. Participants signed up for sessions
online, and 4 – 10 participants took part in each experimental session. Experimental sessions took place in a computer laboratory,
with computers separated by partitions and one participant per
computer. Participants were asked not to communicate with
each other during experimental sessions. After the first experimental session, the participants made a new appointment for
a second session where they played the second game. We did
not randomly assign participants to the second session but
ensured that group composition was different from the first session. Participants knew that remuneration was performance
dependent. However, participants were informed that they
would receive a fixed amount ($10) after the first session with
any remainder to be paid after the second session. This was to
avoid the possibility that differential financial rewards in the
first session influenced behaviour in the second session.
Prior to the first session, participants completed a questionnaire at home or in the laboratory. The questionnaire included
the 40-item narcissistic personality inventory ([29], sample questions: ‘I am an extraordinary person’, ‘I am more capable than
other people’), a seven-item individualism scale ([28], sample
items: ‘I tend to do my own thing, and others in my family do
the same’, ‘I am unique—different from others in many respects’)
and an eight-item collectivism scale ([28], sample items: ‘Before
making a decision, I always consult with others’, ‘I make an
effort to avoid disagreements with my group members’), and
questions on age, gender and other demographics.
The two games, the ‘stock-investment game’ and the ‘farming game’, differed on several characteristics. The games involved
different contexts (stock-investment decisions versus crop-planting
on a virtual farm), different rewards (financial pay-offs versus
crop yields), different user interfaces, different forms of social information (information from one person versus multiple individuals;
information on the current versus the previous round; information
in the form of a hint another received versus an act they performed),
different forms of individual information (hint versus yield) and
different kinds of performance feedback (no versus immediate
feedback). We counterbalanced game order so that approximately half experienced the stock-investment game first and half
the farming game first. After the second session, participants
answered a short questionnaire comparing the two games and
were paid their remaining earnings. Participants each earned
mean + s.d. ¼ $24.3 + 6.3 in total.

(b) The stock-investment game
Participants played 150 rounds, each round consisting of two phases.
A click the square phase (click-phase) was followed by an investment
phase (investment-phase). Click-phase performance determined the
accuracy of a personal hint for the investment-phase of that same
round. We varied the difficulty of the click-phase to manipulate
the reliability of this hint.

(i) The click-phase
Participants were asked to use the computer mouse to click on a
square as soon as possible after it appeared on the screen. A trial
began with a message to press any key to begin. The mouse pointer was locked to the upper left corner of the screen until a square
appeared in a random location. We manipulated the difficulty of
the click task by varying the square’s location, colour and size.
Participants initially played 20 training rounds of the click
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Although empirical data have confirmed many theoretical
predictions regarding the local conditions favouring social
learning [7,18–20], striking variation between individuals
in the degree of social information use has also been observed, results that were not predicted theoretically [21–23].
Such data raise the possibility that individuals may show
consistent, context-independent differences in their propensity
to learn from others, and that such differences may correlate
with other personality traits. Individual differences in social
learning propensities could potentially arise from multiple
interacting sources, such as early life experiences, genetic
differences or cultural influences [24,25]. There is a growing realization that such individual differences require
theoretical attention and that individual differences in social
learning may have crucially important effects on cultural
evolution [23,26].
Our study pursued two goals. First, we tested the
hypothesis that the reliability of individual information
influences the propensity of participants to use social
information. Second, we addressed the degree to which
participants’ use of social information in decision-making
was context independent. We presented participants with
two computer-administered tasks where participants could
access information from other individuals completing the
same tasks simultaneously. Both tasks required participants
to make decisions based on the information they were
given, and participants received monetary rewards based
on the accuracy of their choices.
The first task, a ‘stock-investment game’, used a novel
two-phase design to allow us to manipulate the reliability
of personal information that participants received and to
assess the confidence participants had in their decisions.
Robust measures of the reliance on social information are
critical to the field of social learning, but social learning
studies typically rely on simple choices between acts.
In many real-world situations, individuals can distribute
investments between several alternatives instead of choosing
exclusively one option, and thus we allowed participants to
vary how much they invested in a choice based on how
reliable they perceived their judgements to be. Moreover,
the two-phase design allowed us to investigate the still
untested ‘copy-when-uncertain’ assumption, namely that
individuals assess the reliability of information gained by
personal experience, and, if unreliable, exploit social information [7,16]. The second task was an established social
learning task, the ‘farming game’ [22,27], which differed on
multiple characteristics from the stock-investment game
(see §2). The use of two tasks completed several days apart
allowed us to test the prediction that individuals show
some individual consistency in decision-making, with individuals favouring social information use to a similar degree
in two different contexts. We also applied three established
socio-psychological scales to address how social information
use is linked to how individuals perceive themselves in
relation to others. For this, we chose modified individualism
and collectivism scales [28] and a narcissism scale (narcissistic
personality inventory [29]). Collectivism has been linked to
population differences in social transmission and markers
of social sensitivity ([30–32], but see [33]), whereas narcissism has been linked to individualism [34]. We thus
predicted that collectivist individuals would be more likely
to employ social information, whereas individualist and narcissistic individuals would be less likely to do so.
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(ii) The investment-phase

(c) Farming game
Participants played a modified version of a well-studied farming
game [22,23,27] in groups of four. In cases where the total
number of participants was not a multiple of four, remaining
participants were allocated to one group and saw decisions of
three randomly selected players from the initial group of four
participants. Participants made planting decisions on a virtual
farm, choosing between four different crops (wheat, potatoes,
barley and tomatoes) each season. Their aim was to maximize
crop yields. Two crops, determined randomly but balanced
across farms, had a higher mean yield than the other two (13
versus 10 units). Participants played 10 seasons (i.e. made 10
decisions) per farm. Participants were then given a new farm
with new conditions and no connection to the previous farm.
Players were informed of the shift to the new farm and that it
was not connected to previous farms. Farms differed in the
crops yielding high rewards and the variance associated with
each option. In total, participants played on eight farms, and
the variance was low on four farms (s.d. ¼ 0.5) and high
(s.d. ¼ 4) on the remaining four. All members of each group
experienced identical farms and social information was available

(d) Analysis
(i) Stock-investment game
We modelled the factors that influenced players’ investment in a
linear mixed model (LMM) in R v. 2.15.0 [35,36]. We transformed
the invested amount by subtracting the median investment of
each player from each investment. We tested for the influence
of click-phase performance, gender and the three possible conditions (no, confirming and conflicting social information), and
their two-way interactions on the median centred investment.
Click-phase performance was z-transformed within subjects.
We modelled player identity as a random effect on the three
possible factor levels of the available social information and on
the random slope of click-phase performance. Model selection
was based on the deviance information criterion (DIC [37]). We
explored several models with different combinations of independent variables and report the model with the lowest DIC,
although other models with fewer predictors were similar in
DIC. Including gender in the models did not yield a reduction
in DIC and was thus omitted from the final model. The final
model was inspected for deviations from assumptions by a qqplot of the residuals and a plot of the residuals versus the
fitted values [35].

(ii) Individual consistency
To test whether participants had a context-independent predisposition to use social information, we derived a measure
describing the extent to which a player used social information
from each game. For the farming game, we used sf from the electronic supplementary material, equation S3, as an estimate of the
extent of social information use. For the stock-investment game,
we made use of the random effects estimates for each individual
in our LMM. The specification of the fixed effects in our final
model for the stock-investment game led to an estimate of a separate intercept for each social information condition (confirming,
conflicting and no social information). The specification of a
random effect led to varying estimates for each individual for
each social information condition. That is, the random effects
provide an estimate of how much each individual adjusted
their investment for each social information condition relative
to the model population estimate. We combined the random
effects estimates when social information was confirming and
when social information was conflicting to arrive at an estimate
for social information use for each participant, termed si (see
the electronic supplementary material for further details). The
two factors from the experimental games together with three
scores from psychological scales (narcissism, collectivism and
individualism) were entered into a principal component analysis
(PCA) using the principal function from the psych package
under R v. 2.15.0. Data are archived online in the dryad repository
(http://datadryad.org).

3. Results
(a) Stock-investment game
Participants finished within 20–25 min, collecting mean +
s.d. ¼ 18 647 + 4223 points with mean latencies of mean +
s.d. ¼ 1.01 + 0.24 s in the click-phase. Each participant differed
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Participants had to invest 1 – 100 points in one of four options.
This phase was framed as a stock-investment game and options
had fictional company names. Participants were told that only
one option was profitable and investing in this option would
triple the invested points, while points invested in any other
option would be lost. All points not invested were retained by
the participant without modification. Participants did not see
their winnings each round and were not informed whether
they had chosen the correct option. We could thus assess participants’ confidence in their investment decision, assuming that
players would invest many points when they were confident,
and fewer points when they were not. In every round, participants received a personal hint for the correct option (their
‘individual information’), the accuracy of which was based on
their speed in the previous click game round. If their speed
was faster than their median response time during training, the
hint was always accurate, but if their speed was slower than
their median response time, the hint was a random pick of the
four options. Participants were not informed whether their
response time would result in an accurate hint but had to
judge for themselves based on their past performance. To
assess whether and for how long participants accessed the
hints, hints were only visible when participants hovered their
mouse above a box on the screen (figure 1a). In two-thirds of
the rounds, participants could also access social information in
the form of the hint of a randomly chosen player from the
room, by hovering their mouse over another box on the screen.
Players were not informed whether their hint was shown to
another participant. This set-up created three situations for the
participants: (i) only individual information available, (ii) matching (‘confirming’) individual and social information and
(iii) conflicting individual and social information (figure 1a). In
summary, participants did not receive feedback on their pay-offs
but were informed that the performance in the click game had a
direct impact on the reliability of their individual information.

as a box for each player on the screen. Hovering the mouse pointer over this box revealed which crop this particular player had
chosen on the previous round but not the yield achieved from
this crop. Players received information on the yields achieved
by the crop they chose after they made their choice, but this
was not visible to other participants. Thus, contrary to [27],
social information on choice pay-offs was not available.

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

game that did not count towards the 150 rounds. At the end of
this training phase all participants were told that they would
receive information to help with their investment decisions
(‘stock tips’) but the accuracy of these tips would be based on
how quickly they had managed to click on the square. Participants were informed that, based on their performance in the
training rounds, they would receive an accurate hint about 50%
of the time.
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Figure 1. The stock-investment game. (a) Schematic of the task. Participants attempted to click a square on the computer screen as fast as possible. Performance in
this click-phase determined the accuracy of a personal hint (‘individual information’) for the subsequent investment-phase, where participants chose how much to
invest in one of four available stock options with fictitious company names (abbreviated here). Fast performance was likely to lead to an accurate personal hint,
whereas slow performance was likely to result in an inaccurate hint. On two out of three trials, participants could also access the hint provided to another participant
in the room (‘social information’). Participants made hints visible by hovering the mouse over the boxes. (b) When personal and social hints conflicted, players were
more likely to choose the social hint when they had performed relatively slowly in the click phase. (c) Participants made higher investments when their click-phase
performance was fast versus slow. Participants reduced investment when they experienced conflicting social information compared to no social information, and
increased investment with confirming social information. Boxplots cover the 1.5 interquartile range, with the box containing 50% of the data points. The horizontal
line gives the median. (d ) Results of a LMM examining the difference between each player’s investment and median investment (see also the electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Coefficients of the LMM are depicted, with error bars showing the 95% CI. Effects are significantly different from zero if the error bars do
not cross the broken vertical line at zero. Click-phase performance was analysed as a continuous variable; for exposition, (c) presents click-phase performance divided
by the median into fast and slow. Residual analysis revealed no violations of assumptions, and a comparison with an intercept-only model revealed a lower DIC for
the displayed model (displayed model DIC ¼ 72396.5; intercept only DIC ¼ 72640.5). A model including gender did not yield a reduction in DIC.
considerably in their click-phase performance from round to
round (mean within-participant standard deviation of
latencies ¼ 0.58 s). Thus, the manipulation of click-phase difficulty and hence the reliability of individual information from
round to round were successful.

Players looked longer at the available information (total
mouse hover times) when social information conflicted with
their individual information (the ‘personal hint’) compared
to when social and individual information matched (confirming: mean + s.d. ¼ 0.5 + 0.2 s; conflicting: mean + s.d. ¼
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investment-phase

proportion of choices for social option

:
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Further insight into participant behaviour comes from their
investment decisions. Assuming that players invest more when
they are confident of choosing the profitable stock option, the
points invested provides a measure of choice confidence. Confirming this, participants invested considerably more points in
correct than incorrect stock choices (investment when correct:
mean + s.d. ¼ 90.1 + 20.3 points; incorrect: mean + s.d. ¼
55.9 + 20.0; paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test with continuity
correction: V ¼ 64; n ¼ 90; p , 0.001).
Participants’ investment decisions were influenced by
click-phase performance: slow performance generally resulted
in reduced investment (figure 1c,d; see also the electronic
supplementary material, figure S3 for individual decisions).
When social information was available, a confirmatory match
between personal and social hints increased investment over
no social information available, while conflicting social information reduced investment (figure 1c,d). Confirmatory social
information had a marginally stronger effect on investment

component 1

component 2

sf

0.76

0.06

si
COL

0.70
0.61

20.12
0.12

IND

20.01

0.78

0.01

0.78

NARC

when click-phase performance was slow versus fast, while conflicting social information had a weaker effect on investment
when click-phase performance was slow versus fast (interaction effects, figure 1d). The latter interaction may be the
result of a floor effect because investment was already low
when click-phase performance was slow, thus limiting the
possibility to decrease investment further. In summary, participants combined individual and social information to make
investment decisions.

(ii) Farming game
Participants learned the optimal crops for each farm over
time, with superior performance on the low-variability farms
(see electronic supplementary material). Virtually all players
accessed the available social information at very high rates
(see electronic supplementary material, figure S1b). However,
there was considerable individual variation in the use of this
social information in planting decisions, and for many participants the observed social information had little influence
on their planting decisions (see electronic supplementary
material, figure S1c).

(iii) Consistency of individual differences
To assess whether players had a general, context-independent
tendency to use social information, we used the social information measures for each player from the two games; the
maximum-likelihood estimates for the parameter sf from
the farming game (see electronic supplementary material) and
the stock-investment game measure derived from the random
effects of our model, si. The social information measures from
the farming and stock-investment game, sf and si, were
positively correlated (Pearson’s correlation; p , 0.01; r ¼ 0.29),
and participants with above average values of sf also scored
above average on si (Fisher’s exact test, p , 0.01), indicating individual consistency. Within the stock-investment game,
the random effects estimated from the social information
conditions were correlated (Pearson’s correlation; p , 0.01;
r ¼ 0.49), indicating that players reacted consistently across the
two conditions.
In a further exploratory step, we conducted a PCA to
examine interrelations between variables, incorporating the
scores from the psychological scales (narcissism, individualism and collectivism) and the two social information
measures. Two components had eigenvalues greater than 1
that together explained 54% of the variance (table 1 and
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(i) Investment

Table 1. Loadings of variables on the two components in a PCA
(orthogonal solution) with scores for collectivism (COL), individualism (IND),
narcissism (NARC) and two measures for social information use by
participants in the farming game (sf ) and the stock-investment game (si).
Component 1: eigenvalue ¼ 1.44, variance contribution ¼ 0.29;
component 2: eigenvalue ¼ 1.26, variance contribution ¼ 0.25.

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

0.9 + 0.4 s; paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test with continuity
correction: V ¼ 170; n ¼ 90; p , 0.001). Overall, players
accessed the initially hidden social information on mean +
s.d. ¼ 96.4 + 0.7% of the trials by moving their mouse over
the square containing this information.
Click-phase performance determined the reliability of the
personal hint, and participants knew this from their instructions. We thus examined how click-phase performance
affected the option chosen, dividing click-phase response
times via a median split (i.e. fast versus slow responses).
With only the personal hint available, participants almost
exclusively copied this hint when they responded fast ( percentage of choices for personal hint mean + s.d. ¼ 95 +
13%), but significantly reduced choices for their personal
hint when they responded slowly (mean + s.d. ¼ 85 + 24%;
paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test with continuity correction:
V ¼ 718; n ¼ 90; p , 0.001; both proportions were higher
than the 25% of choices expected if participants were choosing options at random). When the personal and social hints
matched, participants copied the hints almost exclusively
regardless of whether their click-phase performance was
fast or slow (matching choices mean + s.d. ¼ 98 + 10%
versus 95 + 18%, respectively; paired Wilcoxon signed-rank
test with continuity correction: V ¼ 224; n ¼ 90; p ¼ 0.23;
electronic supplementary material, table S2). When the personal and social hints conflicted, participants were more
likely to copy the social hint when their click-phase performance was slow than fast (matching social choices mean +
s.d. ¼ 44 + 30% versus 19 + 23%, respectively; paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test with continuity correction: V ¼ 150;
n ¼ 90; p , 0.001; figure 1b; analysis treating click-phase performance as a continuous variable rather than using a median
split confirmed these results: electronic supplementary material,
table S1). Copying of the social hint was significantly greater
than the 25% chance expectation when click-phase performance
was slow but not when it was fast (Wilcoxon signed-rank tests;
V ¼ 3125; p , 0.001; V ¼ 1223; p ¼ 0.90, respectively). Participants who copied the social hint more frequently, regardless
of whether it was confirming or conflicting, had higher total
scores. In summary, participants were aware of their performance in the click-phase and modified their reliance on both the
personal and social hints accordingly.
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4. Discussion

(a) Social versus individual information use in the
stock-investment task
In the stock-investment task, participants guided investment
choices by combining and comparing individual and social
information. In our experiment, the reliability of individual
information was linked to performance on a task, and choice
confidence could be assessed by measuring the amount
invested. Our data emphasize the importance of giving participants the option of differential investment in acts, because this
revealed not only choice preferences but also the associated
confidence in the respective choice. Participants assessed
their own performance and invested more when individual
information was likely to be reliable, and used the available
social information to modulate this decision. When social
and individual information suggested an identical option,
investment increased, while when social and individual information conflicted, investment decreased. These social effects
on investment were also moderated by the perceived reliability
of individual information, and participants were more likely to
follow social information if individual information was likely
to be unreliable. Our data thus confirm the influential theoretical assumption that social information will be used when
individuals are left in doubt on the basis of their own experience [1,11,16]. This ‘copy-when-uncertain’ learning strategy
has not been unambiguously demonstrated up to now [7].
Moreover, our investment data emphasize that individuals
copy when uncertain but can do so cautiously, investing
little. A growing literature, in humans and other animals, indicates that when individual information is costly, outdated or
not available, individuals will use social information [7,9,17].
In certain cases, individuals may even disregard individually
acquired information if social information is sufficiently compelling [17]. Thus, individuals of numerous species use and
integrate individual and social information flexibly depending
on the prevailing conditions.

(b) Context-independent, consistent
individual differences
Confirming previous studies [21,23], we detected considerable individual differences in the propensity to use social
information. Here, we demonstrate that these individual differences are consistent across contexts. Although a considerable
part of the variance in participants’ choices was unaccounted
for, our results show that variance between individuals is
partly explained by consistent individual differences in how
players value social information. For example, some participants repeatedly disregarded social information in the
investment task even though their own individual actions
did not yield any useful information. At this early stage of
investigation, it is too early to say whether this individual consistency arises because of differences in ability, personality or
previous experience, or is a by-product of another individual
difference. Animal work suggests that social information use
may be part of a syndrome of correlated traits and has evolved
together with other cognitive abilities [41,42]. Studies in
diverse species have linked individual behavioural or physical
characteristics to the propensity to employ social information
[5,43,44]. For example, zebra finches Taeniopygia guttata that
sampled their environment less actively were more influenced
by social information in both foraging and mate choice
decisions [45]. Individual propensities may emerge from previous experience with social information, from experience
with environmental cues that indicate the potential reliability
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We uncovered both flexibility and consistency in social information use. As predicted, participants flexibly adjusted their
weighting of social information according to local conditions,
moderating decisions according to the reliability of individual
cues. Despite this flexibility, participants exhibited consistent
interindividual differences in their reliance on social information, both within the investment task and across the two
tasks. Our exploratory PCA revealed that this tendency to
use social information was strongest in collectivist individuals,
while there was no evidence for links to self-reported individualism or narcissism. Notably, many individuals did not use
social information even when it would have benefited them.
Furthermore, in both tasks, participants routinely observed
other players but frequently did not use this information,
stressing the need to carefully evaluate whether and how
individuals use the information they observe.

Our findings aid understanding of how decision-making
in social contexts is influenced by the reliability of individual information and under what conditions individuals
will deviate from individual or social information. In the
stock-investment task, we deliberately prevented participants
from learning about the reliability of social cues by not providing trial-by-trial performance feedback. Often, the utility
of social information can be rapidly assessed and learned
by observation of the rewards others receive or the rewards
obtained by copying [9,38]. However, in many cases, direct
feedback is unavailable or is delayed for a long period. Our
experimental game thus has parallels to choices where
social and individual information is available but the outcome of a decision is delayed, such as for habitats, mating
partners or (in humans) pension schemes and medical treatments. In these cases, the possibilities for outcome-based
learning are restricted, and individual proclivities for social
information use are likely to be particularly important.
In many problems, individuals do not only decide between
alternatives but can also allocate resources, such as time and
energy, between options. Our data indicate that choice confidence will be an important driver of investment across
choices. For example, hunters who make new arrowheads are
unlikely to immediately discard the old arrowheads. Instead,
confidence in their new arrowhead is likely to guide how
much they hunt with the old versus trying the new. The fact
that choice confidence was often low when personal and
social information conflicted suggests that social information
could prompt abandonment of one option and exploration of
new options [39]. The modulation of choice confidence based
on perceived reliability of available information may reduce
the risk of adoption of disadvantageous traits, acting as an
important cognitive mechanism guiding adaptive flexibility
in behaviour [16,40].
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electronic supplementary material, table S3 presents the
underlying correlation matrix). sf, si and collectivism all
loaded positively on component 1, while individualism and
narcissism loaded positively on the second component. This
suggests that component 1 represents variation in a general
tendency to use social information.
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Here, individual differences in self-reported collectivism were
linked to social information use. Although our analysis of
personality traits was exploratory and correlational, these
results suggest that social information use may be linked to
a personality trait—collectivism—that is known to be stable
across individual lifetimes, to vary across cultures, and has
been linked to population differences in social transmission
and serotonin transporter alleles [30,32,46,47]. Our findings
raise the possibility of population differences in social information use. Indeed, the local culture or temporal cultural
changes will likely shape the potential benefits of a particular

The procedures and questionnaires used comply with the ethical
guidelines of the APA and the principles expressed in the declaration
of Helsinki.
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